


BAYKAL IS
COMING!

An easy-to-use interface is provided to bu ild
production lists and monitor the production output

MASTER COMPUTER

.

√ Compact

√ Effic ient

√ Affordable

■ 3D VISUAL DEVIATION CORRECTION
AND WELD IDENTIFICATIONROBUST WELDING ROBOT

Robots are designed to work in the
harshest conditions for years with minimal
m aintenance.

3D VISUAL DESIGN

BAYKAL's newly launched H-beam solution was
developed with 3D vision in error correction
technique. Automatically identified workp iece , even
with 30mm position deviation, not any influence on
we lding resu lt.

HEAVY DUTYRAIL

Mach ine moves a long a heavy duty
rail while the part to be welded remains stationary.

TORCH CLEANING STATIONOPERATION
THE SOLUTION TO
YOUR PROBLEM

FULLY AUTOMATED The f inished Tekla or SDS/2 3-D model is first
exported to the computer's auto programm ing
software, wh ich then runs a simulation of each pa rt,
noting the location of allthe welded attachments,
and calculates the robotic arm path to detect and
verify and then weld the pa rt . The simulation
software provides a full report on the t ime to weld,
completion rates and more. Cortex imports weld
information from the model, if given, or the software
can auto-generate welds according to your
pre-determined criteria.

The Smart H beam welding solution
supports ofi line programm ing, away from
the field work; Production and

programming synchronization, the robot
does not need to stop; High degree of

intel ligence, low threshold of operation

With the number of ski lled we lders availab le in
the workforce dwind l ing , and the cost of
recruiting & retaining them rising , Now is the
time to consider automating the we ld ing
process.

Typically, a structura l stee l fabricator spends a
substantia l amount of time on labor intensive,
repet itive operation's work, such as we lding.
Imagine how much simpler things would be if
this part could be completely automated

Compact

■ Affordable

The opera tor then loads the part w ith all the
attachments already tacked in place on top of the
welding trestles, and pushes the cycle-start button.

The robot moves a long the heavy-duty ra ilsystem
to the first attachment to be we lded and us ing a
laser, scans and verifies that i t is in the correct
location, and if so, i t then proceeds o weld. If the
attachment is not tacked in the correct position, the
robot prompts the operator to skip to the next weld.

Versatile

EASY-TO-USE GRAPHIC INTERFACERobust
A NEW WAY TO
INCREASE PROFITSAccurate

UNBEATABLE TECH SUPPORTRepeatab le The Smart H-beam Welding Solution is
designed specifically for structural steel
fabricators looking to increase production and
reduce labor costs. The compact footprint,
robotic automat ion and easy to use software
makes it the ideal solution for any size shop
striv ing to be more efficient and cost effective.

■  BAYKAL provide you with the support of professional
service technicians, mult ilingual professional engineers
perform on line machine diagnostics in 24 hours. They
have the ability to prov ide you with direct troubleshooting
via the Internet or phone , as wel l as on-site repair of the
machine if necessary.

Compatible with Tekla & SDS/2

Less than the cost of 2 welders
Once the robot has completed the part it returns to
the home position, then remove the completed part
and load the next work to be welded .


